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Part-time students beware of extra fees
By Melanie

Howard
Newsmiar
Are tax dollars being
wasted due to a fee controversy with our University Fitness Center
(UFC)? Students that
are enrolled for part
time status with UAH
are not allowed to attend classes held in the
UFC until they agree to
pay the additional
membership fee for the
UFC.
One particular UAH
nursing
s tudent,
Rosetta Sanders, is attending UAH on a federal grant this semester.
Even though she has
paid her required HPE
course fees in addition
to the tuition for the
classes, she is not allowed to attend her
HPE classes in the UFC
until she pays the membership fee as well. "It's
a grant, which is taxpayer money, which
s hould piss more
people off," said Sanders.
Sanders cannot just
drop her HPE classes to
avoid the fee. Without

them, she doesn't meet the
six-hour credit requ irement to keep her grant.
She cannot attend as a full
time student because she
has a seven-month-old
son.
When Sanders tried to
file a complai nt with
Charger Central and Student Affairs, she was told,
"It's policy." She was also
told that there is a notice
regarding the UFC fees for
part time students printed
in the "Schedule of
Classes."
However, since Sanders registered online, she
was not aware of this
policy until she tried to
enter the UFC for her
classes. At the time this
article was written there
was no statement posted
online regarding the fees.
When asked why this
information is not posted
on the web and only in the
"Schedule of Gasses," an
employee working in
Charger Central replied
"The Fitness Center is just
new, and they haven't had
time."
"The policy was established in June 2001. It was
too late for the fall class offerin booklet," accordin

Town hall meeting
discusses parking, etc.
By Chris Brown

Part-time students mould be advued that limply paying tuition
for duees doesn't exCUM them from membership fees at the
UFC. (Photo by Heather Byland)

to John Maxon, the liaison
for UAH and the UFC. "I
cannot comment as to
why HPE did not advertise this information," he
added.
''lne policy is that anyone taking an HPE course
in the UFC must become
a member for the duration
of the course offering,"
said Maxon. For equity
purposes a part time student is charged membership fees so that they will
pay an equivalent amount
to use the UFC as a full
time student would pay,
according to him. "By virtue of their full-time status, [full time students] are
required to pay a student
fee towards the UFC bond

debt," said Maxon.
"I should be allowed
to attend my classes regard less of whether I
belong to the UFC,"
said Sanders.
"I think that the students of UAH need to
get together and protest
this policy," said Sanders. "What's next. .. are
they going to charge us
an entrance fee every
time we walk into our
academic buildings?"
she asked.
"All parties are currently re-evaluating the
fee structure because
we understand the perception of the students
and the potential imSee Part-time, Pa e 2
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Newsmiar
The Engineering Stud ent Council sponsored
the Engineering Town
Hall Meeting on Tuesday,
January 22, and a possible
solution to the Technology
Hall parking situation
was discussed.
Several topics of interest were brought forward,
including a possible solution to the Technology
Hall parking situation.
"The right people are talking to each other," said Dr.
Aunon, Dean of Engineering, "and the University is
working toward obtaining
the high bay area and the
associated parking spots
close to the building."
Students and faculty
also discussed broad computer upgrades. The college of Engineering is soliciting companies to help
update the computers on
a yearly basis. "Colsa has
already agreed to give us
ten computers per year
over the next five years,"
said Aunon.
Students also asked
questions concerning the

maintenance of computers
in engineering PC labs, the
possibilities of retaining
s tudent final examinations after classes are completed, and how to get better participation in club
events.
Justin McAteer, Administrative Science Representative in the SGA,
also attended the meeting.
McAteer is head of an
SGA committee dedicated
to starting more Town
Hall type meetings on
campus.
"We want to hold a
town hall meeting in every
college,"
said
McAteer. The SGA believes that holding town
hall meetings in every college as often as once per
month would be a good
way to facilitate communication between students
and faculty and open a
direct line between students and faculty to imp rove each college.
To find out more about
the Engineering Town hall
meeting,
email
esc@email.uah.edu.

Construction continues at the NMR facility
By Sarah Fluhler
Newsmiar
Dr. John Shriver, director of the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance lab
(NMR), has just returned
from a two-week trip to
Palo Alto, California. The
purpose of his trip was to
meet with Varian Corporation, the company from
which UAH is acquiring
the components for the
new NMR lab.
The special facility to
house the NMR lab and
equipment are estimated

to reach completion in the
spring. Some of the
unique features of the
NMR lab will be the cylindrical shape of the building. The magnets will sit
in the center of the lab;
most of the space inside
the facility will be wide
open to allow for easy access.
Another feature is the
w ooden roof, which is
used specifically to reduce
magnetic interference.
These d etails may seem
small however they are
essential to the outcome of
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the test and experiments
conducted by Dr. Shriver
and his colleagues with
the NMR machine.
"One of the reasons I
came to UAH was the opportunity to work with the
MR material and the
s tate of the a rt equipment," said Shrive r,
"Huntsville is an attractive
town with a clear emphasis on research and it's
close ties with the business
community and the research community.
The Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance is the parallel

technique to the medica l
MRI used in the medica l
industry. They only discarded the term "nuclear"
because of the negative
connotations it suggests to
the general public.
Significant research involving pharmaceutical
engineering research and
the MR technology is in
drug s tudy. Researchers
are now able to study-the
target for a better design
of the drug rather than
studying the drug itself.

See Nuclear,. Page 2

DL John Shriver chopt a umple into the core of the 500 mlu: NMR
machine. (Photo courtesy of Phil Gentry)
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By Greg Bacon
1tt:lmology Cohmudst
gbacon , uah.edu

Do you want to know an easy way to get rich?
\: 111 Social Secunty even be around when it comes
time for you to quit work for good, lock back m your
easy chair, and play Canasta on Friday rughts? Everyon wants to get nch, so the fonner que tion is a
no-brain r. The answer to the latt r qu tion is probably no, though, and that's why government continue to force young workers to carry an unfair
hare of the nation' economic burden. People in
the "traditional tudent" age range SUCK when it
com . to living up to our duty to vote while nine
out of ten regi tered •nior.; vote at every opportunity. It' no wonder that seniors get all the attention, but that' another article in another section
The oppon •nt~ of President Bu h' proposed tax
cut like to point out that the wealthi t on percent
of Amencans will receive a large portion of the total
cut. Be that a it may, did you know that, in tenn
of financial potential, younger people are e ponentially w althier than older people' Of cour , it
would be much nicer to be fifty and rich than twenty
and broke, but there' no reason, other than death
and ta es, that the broke twenty-year-old couldn't
be at least as wealthy by the time he's fifty.
Tho • of us who can remember back to fifth or
sixth grade can recall the simple lesson of compound
interest. Say you have $100 in a avings account
that earns intc~t at 5% annually. If you don't touch
1t. the balance after a year will be $105. The magic is
that th• process begins anC\\~ and your $100 deposit
plus the c; in intere'-t continue to grow at 5% annually, Aft •r two wars, your balance will be $110.25,
and after th~" years, you'll be pruud to have $115.76
in the bank. It's easy to proj •ct the numbers. After
one year, the b,1lance 1s $100 x 1.05. Two ye.us 1s
( 100 x 1.05) x 1 05, and thn:c 1s (( 100 x 1.05) x
1.05) x 1 05. The pall •mi easy to ~. but a sodahv1ty and commutahv1ty of multiplication of real
numbers give a much nicer formula : $100 x (1.05
rai d to the nth power), where n 1s the number of
year you let your mon •y grow. After fifty years,
your balance will be 1146.43.
Admittedly, eleven hundred bucks i n't all that
imprc ive after fifty years, but it gets worse. For
one, Uncle Sam (he' really more like a mob bo , so
let' call him Don Sameone} 1s going to extort his
cut every year. Then there's inflation, the force that
erode-. th • purchasing power of your money over
time.
When you throw in tax sand 4% inflation, your
money ( 1146.43) will be worth 135 in today's dollars. Ouch.
Earli •r, I mentioned that young people are expon ntially wealthier in term of potential. There are
a few obvious way to incrca your end balance.
You can tart with a larger initial depo it and continue to augm nt 11 over time. You can find an account that bears interest at a higher rate. The way
to really juice your bottom line i to let your money
grow for longer period of tim . Mo t of you reading thi article have at lea t thirty years before retire. RETIRE?! Yi , you read correctly. Th earlier
you tart planning and saving for retirement, the
bett r off you'll be and the I . ,; hk •ly you'll be to
depend on ~fama Government to provide for you
and your family in th twilight year .
Almo t any decent benefit plan will include
40l(k) or its cou an 403(b). A 40l(k) plan lets you
take a set portion of your paycheck, depo~it it man
account in your name, and inve:,t in the tock market. "Aren't there already enough deductions from
my paych ?n you're probably thinking. The benltt
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Dr h"1\ u n his re·arch with '\MR. 1s taking the m1hati\ e in the
tud} of the nuclear reactions of 1trogen. Carbon.
and Hydrogen atom .
"The nuclei behave a
small magnet and we
look at the tructure of the
molecule and that giv us
the information on how
they react and behave m
olution
1trogen, Carbon, and Hydrogen are

the e,sential clements in
B1oloro~• "-.lid hnver.
Thi constitut an important purpo:,e for tudying th
element .
Dr
Shriver
partnering with Dr Ed
'1eehan, director of the
Laboratory for Structural
Biology (LSB}. The Lab offers a uruque opportunity
for Meehan and Shriver to
compare and contrast
their per pechve . This

also enables Or. Shriver to
u. e the LSB equipment,
uch a the X-ray cry tallograph r.;, which aids the
MR re-;earch.
Dr Shnver is currently
a semblmg a web site for
anyone who has an interest in the uclear Magn tic Resonance research.
The 1te will give dates on
the construction of the
new facility and Or.
Shriver hope that the site

will give out enough information to answer any
questions you might ha~
regarding the MR faolit} and the research being
conducted.
The web site (http://
daffy.uah.edu./nmrJ ~
not up yet, however 1t 1
expected to be active a
soon a possible.

If part time students

then it should at least be
billed as a fee, according
to Sanders, so that financial aid will pay for it.

Put-time, continued from Page 1
pact on th . programs,"
said Ma on "It mu t be
stre ed that this whole
venture I new to all of u
and all parb fully under-

stand that as such, we
need to evaluate current
processes and procedures,
and make modificahons
as nece sary," he c:aid

must be charged a mandatory membership fee to
take cla ses at the UFC,

Across the Campus
Would you approve a slight tuition increase to provide better
lighting on campus?

Photo. by

Bradley

Brett

Seal

Holt

Aerospace
Engineering
Sophomore

Acco11nhitg/

"Ye , it would make the
campu
_·..:;;,;,=- -= rybody."

"I feel we definitely need
it. I thmk the university
will put lights up, po '-1·
bly 500n."

Finance
Senior

Jennifer Hill

Dale
Jobes

Maritza

Physics
Senior

Psychology
Senior

"I think there are better
ways than a tuition increase. Better campus
lighting i. definitely
needed."

"Sure."

Rivera

Participants Needed
Healthy men or women needed to help a e a new HIV te t. Only one
vi it required and participant will be compen ated 25 for their time. Call
Planned Parenthood of Alabama at 539-2746 for more information.
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Finally rush is over.
The final tally is not in yet,
but it seems that it was a
great spring rush for everyone. Congratulations
to all the fraternities, e:,pecially the new pledges.
Also, Cathi Curtis, Student Activities Director
and Greek Advisor, returned to campus this
week. Congratulations on
the new addition to her
family.
Panhellenic, the governing body of the sororities on campus recently
had elections. The new
officers for 2002 are President LaDonna Ladnier,
Vice President Robin Herring, Vice President of
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Greek
Speak
By Pabick Bobo
Gruk Co/11m11ist
snakemb134@
hotmail .com

Public Relations Suzette
Czura, and Secretary Treasurer April Wales. "I
would like to continue to
have a strong Panhellenk
in the coming year, and I
am looking forward to
working
with
the
lnterFraternity Council to
represent the Greeks at
UAH."
Delta Zeta is hard at
work as usual planning
philanthropies and social
events. Delta Zeta will be
making Valentine's Day
cards for a local nursing
home on February 2.
Then, on February 3, Delta
Zeta will participate in the
Kids Count Kid's Expo, a
fair that includes games,

singing, dancing, and performances by the kids.
They also have a mixer
planned with Delta Chi
Fraternity on February 15.
Between February 1416, Kappa Delta's ational Officer, Tammy
Call, will be visiting the
chapter.
She grades the chapter
on organizational skills,
leadership skills, and how
well the chapter is viewed
on campus. This will determine how the UAH
Kappa Deltas rank among
the other chapters nationwide.
Alpha Tau Omega will
be conducting it's 12th Annual Basketball Dribble on

February 16. The Basketball Dribble will benefit
the American Cancer Society in Huntsville. The
Dribble begins at the University
of
orth
Alabama's ATO chapter,
and they dribble 77 miles
to Spragins Hall. The
event takes about twelve
hours. lf anyone would
like to sponsor the event
or would like more information, contact Steve
Cross
at
srvozzyfan@yahoo.com
or at 824-3479.
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity is planning their
Greek Step-Show for February 20.
The competition will

consist of a twelve to fifteen minute dance performance that portrays your
organization. If any Greek
organization would like to
participate, call Martez
Coachman at325-6941 for
an application.
Sigma Nu Fraternity
had their Tenth Anniversary Banquet on January
19, celebrating their tenth
year as the youngest fraternity on campus. The
night included initiation
of the fall pledges, keynote speakers, dinner, and
dancing. Sigma Nu is
also having their annual
Homecoming Party on
February 9 at the house.

or $117,000 of today's dollars. This example assumes 4°0 inflation and the
same 5°'o interest. An investment that only earns
5% annually over forty
years is pretty crappy. Historically, the S&P 500, an
index of America's 500 biggest companies, has grown
at an average yearly rate of
11%. Assuming that this
holds up and that you invest your money in a decent S&P 500 index fund,
you'll have nearly $2 million (half a million of
today's dollars) in your

401(k) when it comes time
to retire! This example is
unrealistic because you
probably wouldn't be able
to make it on $30k per year
after thirty years, but the
typical UAH alumnus will
probably start out with a
much better salary and receive at least one or two
raises over the course of a
career. All of this is guaranteed to go to you or your
family, unlike Fraudulent
Security where you can
pay in your whole life and
never get a dime back.
401(k) isn't all roses. If

you withdraw your money
before age 59-1 /2, you pay
taxes on the withdrawal
and, oh by the way, twenty
percent of your withdrawal becomes a soft
money contribution to
some
tax-and-spend
liberal's re-election campaign. When you go on interviews, ask about the
company's401(k) plan and
its match. When you start
that first job, start contributing to 401(k) as soon as
you can; the longer you
wait, the smaller the exponent in the interest for-

mula. When you change
jobs, keep your .money
working for you instead of
giving it to Don Sameone
(who's going to take more
of your money than he deserves anyway); roll it over
into your new employer's
401(k) plan or into an Individual Retirement Account (IRA). When you're
kickin' it on your island in
the Caribbean, feel free to
send me a check for pointing you in the right direction.

Bacon, continued from Page 2
efit 1s that Don Sameone
can only e tort his cut
when you make withdrawals, so vour money
grows on a tax-deferred
basis! (Remember how
dramatically taxes ate into
the previous example?) It
gets better: good benefits
plans include an employer
match where your boss
ktcks in ome percentage
of your contribution up to
a certain limit. Put simply,
this is FREE MONEY!
Plus, by taking out money
before taxes (and before it
hits your bank account-

you'll never miss it),
you've reduced the income
that you have to report to
the Don and reduced your
income tax.
Let's do an example.
Say you finally get your
degree and land a job for
$30,000 a year. You put 5%
of your salary into 401 (k)
and your employer
matche 3%. If you never
get a raise, your money
will be worth about
$166,000 or about $83,000
of today's dollars after
thirty years. After forty
years, you'll have $305,000

A.C.E.
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Sports
Charger

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Men's Basketball
J,1n 21 "\\' t AlabamJ W 8'-73 L1\ ing,ton, Al.

J n. 26,. tont •vallo W 68-62 \font •vallo, Al.
F

pm ; Harrogate, TN
m ; llome

Women's Basketball
Jan 21 "\\'• t Al,1b,m1a W 62-55. L1vmg,ton, AL

J n. 2b • tontevallo W 74-56 \1ontcvallo, Al.
Upcoming g.,mc :
fl'b. 2 "I incoln Ml'monal 5 00 pm.; 1lam>gate, T,'
Feb 4 ":'1Jorth Alabama 5:30 p.m .; I lomc
Feb. 7 "M1 Un1\·, for Woman; Columbu,, MS 6:00
pm

Hockey
fl'b J St. Coud State; St. Cloud, M, 7:05 p .m
Fl'b. 2 St. Coud t.itl'; t. Cloud, M, 7:05 pm
• D'notl' a conll'renn• gaml'

Charger men snag two on the road
By Keith Conrad
SportY K-Wtn-

The t ,a,\ ,aga that
ha:. been tht.> Charger.. aon this •·car continue .
UAH cnten.>d a two game
road swing havmg lost
two-straight and saw their
re<:ord slip to 11-5 on the
<,t>a on .
UAH 84, West Alabama
73 F (1/ll)
1 he Charger... got off to
an earlv 20-13 ll•ad on
West Alabama with the
h •Ip of a lay-up from leading :-orer Zach arpcnter.
Frl'd 1cGinni later hit
one of two fn."C thro,\ to
give the ml'n in blue a 2115 advantage. Carpl'ntcr
added a thrcl•-pomter
thirty c;ccond, later and
UAH wa up by •ven.
A pair of free throw:,
from Jamie Gardner put
the Charger up 34-30 before Cadarrall Eddmgs
brought \\' t Alabama to
\\ 1thin a bucket wh •n the
hr,t half c.ime to a close.
\\b;t Alabama k1ckt.'d

off the sec-ond half by going on a 15-0 run and taking a 45-34 lead on a thre .._
pomter from R1ch.1rd
Stone.
Saevar
Sigurmund on grabbed
four point... from the charity stn~ in Je,s then thn.-e
mmult.>s to h Ip the Ch,uger. mount a comeback
UAH then went on an
-0 run to bring the ore
to within onl' at 50-49 in
Coach Lmnle AcuH hu guided the Chargers Into the thick of
favor o( We..t Alabama.
Th • k>ad bounced b,1ek Gulf South Conference race. (Photo by Juon Acosg)
and forth for mlhl of th • "a, Sigurmundsson with bined for most of the
rly
'>l'COnd half b •tore lrl')' 19, Fred ~1cGmni'i and offense for UAH.
Pmeg.u gan• UAH a 65-63 lrey Pim•gar contributl'd
The Falcons .inswered
nod with 1ust -t -.cconds 10 a piece.
back though with a 1
left in regulatio, Richard
UAH 68- Montevallo 62 Thl' run n.-..ulted in U AH
Stone then calmh sank
F (1126)
lc,1d being cut to 31- .
h\O fre • throw" to tie the
The Charger ml'n's bas- with 3:21 left in the fi
game to end the gaml' ketball tlam got a big Gulf half.
into overtime.
South Conference win on
The two teams h
In overtime the Charg- the road by toppmg the to the mtermission
ers grabbvd an early lead
fontevallo Falcons 68·62 the Chargl'rs cnjoyin ,
and never looked back, in :-..fontevallo, Alabama.
thn>c- pomt adv.intagc
jumpmg out lo an 3-74
UAH wastl'd no time in 33-30.
advantagl' when hm • e,- grabbmg an early 14-4
four minutes into th
piPd.
lead 1uc;t four minute, into Sl'Cond half, the Fa I
Carpenter paced the the conte,t. Zach Carpen- tlt•d thl' game 37-37 on th
and
Saevar
Charg •rs offon 1vl'ly with h!r
31 point Also helpmg out S1gurmundsson comSee Snag, Pages

''Ice" that doesn't melt under extreme pressure
Jumor College to UAH to
be
ucc• ful,"
ion I ab1ht}~ Fred has no
before the 2000-2001 "a- McGinm tated . u Any qualm about pl.iying on
n began. credit the pl.iy on of u could go out and the 01vi ion II lev •I.
of h1 teammate and averag • 20 a game, but
"Coming out ol Butler,
To ~uc "d in th"' game coach Ll'nme Acuff for the that's what we are not I w.i rccnut !cl by a couple
of ba ketball and m hfo,
ucc • of the ea on o about."
of 01v1 ion I ~hoolc;, but I
you mu t be a tc.im play •t far.
Being levelheaded 1 didn't qualify, o I went
be I •vel
, and work
HYou have lo give
omething Fred ha
the JUCO (Junior College)
hard . T
ord are er •d1t to Coach (Acuff) learned to u lain in h1
rout and I ch<Xl!,e to play
u l'd to
b" UAH
nd my ll'ammat for our ba ketball career up to thi
here at UAH," 1cG!nmc;
men' b
pla ·er
•a on o far,"
aid point, an ody y that ha
ad.
Fred 1
1cGinn1 , .,thev have taken him from hi prep
"Ice" McGmm atMcGmm • a nior, 1
been un lf1c;h a~d been ba ketball day m Butler tribute that playing on
ond on the t "am m th
_t ppmg up every game H .S . (\\ here he wa a thi level I where the
nn.gdcpartment at 13 6 foru ."
McDonald' All-Am nca gam I at 1t' pure,t. "I
pomt per gam nd ha
Being a team player i
nomin , nd earned all- play in front of great fans,
led UAH mto cont ntaon
~tial for Fred nd hlS cit 'and all-metro hono ), in a great conference, for
for the GuIf Sou th Conf r- t ammate to thrive m toCalhounJumorCollcgc, a great team and for a
L'll
Champ10nsh1p.
coach Acuff' y. t •m
and onto the UAH cam- great coach," Ice aid,
'"Th
n h bc"n
.,In Coach' (Acuff)
pu .
"Playmg ball on thi level
good
far and we can t •m, we don't have to go
" In order to In • well, i ju ta com~hllve a on
only ct better
out nd ha\' Zach (Car- you mu t l y level th D1v1 ion 11 V"I and its
td McCmni .
p nteri
Saevar headed and not get a big without th hoopla; only
fcGinm , who tran • (Si urmunds n), or me h ad," McGmru
id. "If th gam matters on thi
f "rred from Calhoun tatc
v rage 20 points gam
you play hard nd with level."
your teammat •..,, ·ou wall
And the fmal a pect of
be u
ful."
what mak a great ba 1cGmni • who wa
k tball player and person
born and ra1o;ed m Hunts- i working hard,
ville, chen he playing
Fred, whose brother
coll ~ate ba ketball here Cedric plays oversea ,
Catholic Famlty Services can help you with
in his horn town.
and a cou m (George
Free counse ng and adoption serv1Ces
" I love playing in my McGmni ) who play m
Choice of adoptive parents
hometown," the enior the NBA, grew up under
Choice of confidenbal or open adoption
said, 'Tm comfortable tough cond1llon
m
here and I feel hies ed Huntsvill .
536.0073
1010 Church Street
• )1 re..7•••• , .................. .-:J:Qt .th•• fim J~.. Yf.ii~ ••
~""' ' '
D
1te havin 01\·i- of mv hf , mv two broth-

By Ronalc Patel
Sports Eiitor

···~ .

a frtt throw inside S
(Photo by Juon Aeolb)

e and I grew up in the
projects and a lot of J>l.-Ople
don't
know
that,"
McGmni
id. "It mak
you tougher, and mart to
avoid what goes on in the
treet life. H
La t year, McGinnis
and fellow teammate
Andre Lang went to the
Boy and Girl Oub here
m Hunt:,v11le to talk to the
kid and offer them in-

"It' all about
back to the kid • •
McGanm said, "th
kid are o athletic an
. mart and vou want to
th •m uc~ and av
of trouble."
'
1cGinni , who i
pace to graduate t.hi.!' December, has proven th
good thmg will hap
to you through hard .._,
per:.everance, and ta ·
f
.-.ed

... . ........ ..... ...... .... .
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Lady Chargers win a pair on the road
By Keith Conrad
Sports Kntn'
It has been 1 tale of h.\lO
easons for •he Lady
Chargers. Going mto their
game against West Alabama, UAH was 8-0 in the
comfy
confines
of
Spragins Hall and 0-7 on
the road.
UAH 62, West Alabama
55 F (1121)
The first half featured
five lead changes and six
ties as West Alabama
seemed to be in control
early on as they jumped
out to a 13-9 lead with
12:45 to play in the first
half.
UAH grabbed the lead
three minutes later when
a jumper from Rachael
Highfield made the score
17-16 in favor of the Lady

Chargers. West Alabama
tied the game again at 1919 with iust over eight
minutes to play in the first
half on a free throw from
Heidi Barnes. Two minutes latet the Lady Chargers had the lead again 2221 with 6:21 to play in the
first half. West Alabama
would mount somewhat
of a comeback to cut
UAH's lead to 31-30 at
halftime.
West Alabama continued their comeback early
in the second half, tying
the game 34-34 just two
and a half minutes into the
second half. A Charger
run of 5-0 gave UAH a 3934 lead with 15:21 left to
play.
The Chargers never
looked back from there on
as they cruised to a 62-55

victory.
Kim Yong paced the
Lady Charger offense
with 15 points and nine
rebounds.
La Dasha
Tompkins chipped in with
11 points and 15 rebounds.
Highfield, and LaKendra
Hogg added 11 points
apiece.
UAH 74- Montevallo 56
The Lady Chargers had
no problem derailing
Montevallo for their second road victory in a row.
UAH defeated their GSC
rivals 74-56 to improve
their mark to 10-7 and 5-3
in the conference.
The first half featured
five lead changes and four
ties as Montevallo jumped
o ut to an early 13-9 lead
and looked to be in control. The Lady Chargers
tied the game 13-13 with

13:07 left to play in the first
half on a jumper from
Highfield.
UAH would then take
control for the duration of
the first half and head into
the locker room with a 3629 lead.
While the first half remained relatively close,
the second half belonged
completely to the Chargers. For the game, Young
led the way with 20 points
on 6-of-13 shooting, including 4-of-6 from threepoint range. LaKendra
Hogg was 7-of-10 from the
field and added 17 points.
Jarrett scored nine
points on 3-of-3 from the
field and 3-for-4 on free
throws, while Chrystalle
Duncan chipped in eight
points and five rebounds.

and nine rebounds. Fred
McGinnis added 15 points
for UAH, who improved
to 13-5 overall and 4-3 in
the GSC with their second
straight win.
The Chargers will next

take on Lincoln Memorial
on February 2 in
Harrogate, Tennessee.
UAH's n ext home game
will be on February 4
against archival North
Alabama at 7:30 p.m.

Snag, continued. from Page 4
strength of an Undrae
Lilly three pointer. After
Lilly's three-pointet a pair
of free throws from Kenneth
Cooper
gave
Montevallo a two-point
lead.
The game was tied 4747 before Daniel Easterly
hit a pair of free throws to
put UAH ahead with ten
minutes to play.
The Falcons tied the
game again eight minutes
later with a pair of free
throws to knot the game at
61-all. The Chargers
would respond with five
straight points to put the
game away. When time

expired, the Chargers
were ahead 68-62 in a
game that featured foursecond half changes.
Zach Carpenter continued to lead the Chargers
offensively with 26 points

BE SURE TO LOOK IN N£XT W£EK'S ISSU£ FOR OUR SPECIAL VALENTINE'S
DAY ISSUE PROMO. WHETHER YOU
HAYE A SWEETHEART OR OT, WE
HAYE SOMETHING FOR YOU!

189Y •11 ~MINC
Te THI II~ 1811Y
(Presented by A.C.E.)

February 7
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Air Brush 'Jkffoo's, Balloon
Animals, Caricatures, and
Morel
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Ro's
Take
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93@hotmail.com

Never count out
a Cinderella

In the long history that is athletic competition,
there are compelling reasons to tune-in and watch
a particular sporting event. It will be no different
come this Super Sunday, (which falls on the first
weekend of February due to the terrorist attacks)
as the powerful St. Louis Rams take on the surprising New England Patriots in Super Bowl XXXVL
The early betting lines on this Super Bowl place
the 14-2 Rams as a 16-point favorite. Most NFL experts will predict a St. Louis victory and that the
Rams will win in a runaway.
I also predict the Rams will win, but do not be
surprised if the Patriots pull off the upset; an upset
that would be comparable to the one Joe Namath's
New York Jets pulled off in Super Bowl Ill over the
mighty Baltimore Colts.
Throughout history; there have been some monumental upsets in big time sporting events.
The 1983 NCAA Championship game in men' s
basketball is an example that comes to mind right
off the bat.
N.C. State, led by fiery coach Jim Valvano, took
on a dominant Houston Cougars team (nicknamed
Phi Slam.ma Jarnma) led by future hall-of-famers
A'keern (now Hakeem) Olajuwon and Clyde
Drexler. The Cougars strolled into the champions hip ga me on a 15-game winning streak and just
defeated a great Louisville team in the semifinal
round in order to get to the championship game.
They were billed as 11-point favorites against
Valvano's squad.
And what happens in Alequerque, New Mexico
on that night is something college basketball fans
will never forget.
Valvano slows down the tempo, and his
Wolfpack squad upsets Phi Slamma Jamma 52-50
at the buzzer on Lorenzo Charles' dunk.
Two years later in the Championship game, an
undersized Villanova squad took o n the
Georgetown Hoyas that were led by Patrick Ewing.
The Wildcats shot over 70 percent for the game as
they played the "perfect game" in upsetting the
H oyas, who were looking for the ir second s traig ht
championship (they defeated Houston in the '84
game).
Perhaps the most famous upset in NFL Super
Bowl history was the aforementioned Jets-Colts
game.
The Colts were two touchdown (12 points) favorites in that game Most remember Joe Namath's
famous guarantee of a Jets victory the week leading up to that conte t. Most of the pundits thought
amath should stick a cork in it, they said a Jets
victory would never happen against the Colts.
Behind the play of the ex-Alabama great, the Jets
prevailed 16-7 in the contest
ff the Pats pull off the victory, one could compare it to the Jets victory.
•
Blue-collar players of the Pats (Torn Brady,
Damien Woody, Troy Brown, Antowain Smith, Ty
Law, Lawyer Milloy and others) going up against a
powerhouse Rams squad (led by Marshall Faulk,
Isaac Bruce, Kurt Warner, Torry Holt, London
Fletcher, Aeneas Williams and others). Sound enticing.
Tune in and you may just watch the s lipper fitting on Cinderella's foot come Sunday night.
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Entertainment
Ellington Dance Troupe to
perform at Princess Theatre

In the
Spotlight

By Jorge J. Raub

By Jorge Raub

Eam-t11ilmtmt Editor

E11trrblilmtmt
Eiitor

raubjOem&il.ua.h.ed u
Ji'tlA ,mmr,rl Rrmvmud iirt,v mr to m,1 vcrv first
tab at grabbing ·our attention, holding vou by the
collar, and houtmg •H 't " thn.,ugh thi wondrou
ml><ltum we t·all an #entertainment column".
OK, so that'$ a bat an-,:our•face, and mo-.t likely
result of me dnnk:ang cofll'e lake I'm taking at into
mv y I •m antravenou ly - 'kl, to be more effoctive,
I'm JU I going to try and enhght •n you or provoke a
thought about Jmt>thing relatt>d to the arts community h re in Huntsville and you' ll at back, read at
feigning ml re,t, and hopefully take in a bit of what
I have to c;ay. Or. at lea t, con.,ader at.
Th re are a lot of opportunitie::, to enioy many arti he endeavors h •re an Huntsville Our local theatre 'ICCn 1:. one that I cannot . tress nough At Renai nee Th attt, th recent theme
ms to be play
t around beauty hop wath th ir current run of
SltYI M4.i:nolia and th• upcoming Whtie Tr11...Jt &1111/i•
aim::. in 'D11rA Rllol.~ : The ca t of the former includes
a very tal nted and outspoken lady, Robbie Shafer.
I've had th pleasure of intervi wmg Robbie and
talking with h r on a number of occa aoru about the
th atre and ~m of her rol . I've also
n her in
achon on and off th tage. h 's brassy, pa aonate,
and all h art Onstage, I've
n h r clutch her ch t
looking kyward as he throw out a Yiddish phrase
a only a Jewi h moth r can in her role a Ma in
Harv y faer..tem' Torri, Son_',( Tnl,~~ - Off tage, I' ve
witn
d her utter a Jin o( expletiv like they' re
Shak peare while -.mok.ing m nthols through a lender, black cigarette-holder (can we y "diva"?) Let
me tell you, both have been worthwhile and memorabl expenen
However, a little-known fact about Robbie is that
h has 25 yea.rs of expenence as a working Equity
a
on the ew York tage. Sh w part of the
ongmal c t of H111r I d nbe thi htU anecdote to
make the point that there · a lot of local acting talent
out th re that' not-to-be--m1ssed. Robbie as a ~htary e ample- and no, th re was no under-the-table
deal to give h r a plug. Although some ca h or a gift
a token of appreoaoon won't be tum~ away.
This p t w kend I caught the newly released
Richard Gere flick 'llte M olhm1111 Propluries. Based on
actual accounts, the "Mothman" i
me kind of fearm creature who h a tend ncy to call hi cho n
victim and warn them of upcoming future events u ually d1 ter;, and all temfyang. My group of
fn nd and I left the movie domg illy ampre:s ions
of the fothman character' turns at being a telephone psychic Oeo sans fau.x-Jam.aJcan accent and
~;se;smg a penchant for foretelling bad new .
unday morrung I Wti awakened by a friend's
call but coming in through the bne wa this my tenous, nly Mothman-li.ke sound. I could ;wear that
the voice was warning that disa~ter would trike
uni
I got the word out that more people hould
upport our local theatres with their attendance.
Maybe at w a bad connecbon. Maybe my mind'
playmg tnck! again. Or maybe it was Robbie before
he had her monung coffee. I have a very good feelmg
to which of th
at was and all I' m saying is
that I'll be at the theatre next weekend. I think it
would be a wise idea for you to make plans, too.
0

On Ft.>bruary 2. two relebratt.>d art forms - jazz
and modem dance - wall
come
toge tht.>r
as
Decatur ' s Princes Theatre p~ •nb /11 A Differt·11/
Lf,•/1/: Dul.t- Ellm-?lcm by
the acclaime d dance
troupe Donald Byrd / The
Group.
The
name
Duke
Ellington is synonymous,
the world over, with great
jazz and wing mu ic
Elhngton fanoed himself
not only a mu 1c1an, but
also a composer and arranger of music A few of
hi clas ic ong "Satin
Doll", " It Don't Mean A
Thing (If It Ain't Got That
Swing), " Mood Indigo",
and ''Take the A-Tram" are
highlights of the jazz and
swing era.
Ellington gamed notoriety and fame when hi

band became the house
band at the famed Cotton
Club and radio broadcasts
from the club brought hi.
mu ic to the ma e .
Ellington's lifelong dedication to 1azz music has
made him a pioneer of the
true quint
nbal American art forms
!tt A Different Lt,'(hl is
comprised of three acts
that e plore and highhght
different periods of
Ellington' s life in music.
The first, Nol The Slt11ck,
features a few of his more
famous dance compo itions uch as "Cotton Oub
Stomp", "The Mooche",
and "Rocl<1n' In Rhythm."
A Gen/le Prelude follows
with a suite of dance that
take on the nature of lyrical torytelling. In A Difftrml Ltslrl is the la t act
with dances adepUy choreographed to the hifts in
musical structure and texture of Ellington' s mu ic.

D&N.'al from Donald Byrd/The Group combine claNial balldwith
mod.mt technique to apturr the eoul of Ellington'• muak. (Photo
c:ourtay of www.yahoo.com)

Donald Byrd has created over eighty works
smce 1976. Byrd studied at
Tuft and Yale Universities, the Cambridge School
of Ballet, and the Alvin
Ailey American Dance
Center. He himself has
danced with Twyla Tharp,
Karole Armitage and Gus
Solomons Jr. In Los Angeles, he started his company in 1978 (later mov-

ing to New York) with a
commitment to the idea
that dance can change and
enrich the lives of many
people.
/11 A D(ffermt light continues this idea and combines African-American
dancing with classical ballet and modem technique
in a style that h e h as made

See mllngto~ Page 7

Local artist uses recycled
materials to create art
Matt Tanton
EaarfllilllfJDlt ff.Wm-

\.'vhat do birds, butter-

fl, , and humans all have
in common7 They all have
the abihty to engage in
motion. ln fact, we defin
actual life an living creatures by th ir tat of motion. What do we assume
if we see a fish floating
motaonle s in a water
tank, or a btrd !yang motaonle s on the ground?
We automatically assume
that death has come up
life when we see living
creatures motionJ
\.Vhere lS a more fitting
place to display artwork
which its very essence is
to convey the vibrance of
motion that define life,
than at the Huntsville Botanical Gardens. If you
have ever been to the butterfly house at the Hunts-ville Botanical Gardens
and seen the large metal
sculptures ofbutterflie:. in
motion, you have s.e.~n .

everal
of
Ooyoo
Augustine's creations " I
don't want the sculpture
to be dead, so I try to portray the sculpture in motion. l believe th re is a
pirit within objects, this
spirit i a moving thing
and cannot be confined. I
alway lake to capture that
motion," say Augu tin .
He is not limited to ju. t
butterfl1e , though. He
al"'° portray mobon in his
culptures of humans,
bird , and objects. All of
his culptures are made
from recycled material,
" due to carcity of resource in our mother
earth.H Augustine says. It
has been imperative for
him to use recycled mate-

naJ.
His creations are
sample, casual. and common. A conversation taking place between two
people, or someone playing the drums, or two butterflies interacting with
one anothei is.~Jlere.A!,1-

gustine draws his inspiration
Seemg a collection of
his culptures together
gives the onlooker a little
insight to the man behind
the art. The me age it
seems to portray i that
true living is about the
little day-to-day interactions and ob:.ervations in
our environment. His
sculptures tell you, ''Open
your eyes and look for
happine
in the little
things that you may not
even think about that happen to you every day, 1rus
15 what is going on RIGHT
OW, look at happmess
RIGHT 'OW."
Augu tine began his
career as an arti t back
home in his native country of Africa. He was born
in Kenya, and he was
commissioned to do
sculpture and other
forms of art m Kenya . He
has been involved in art
since he was in high
school iVter high school,

he received a diploma in
philosophy and religjous
stud1e from a co!Jege in
Kenya. Then, he went on
to graduate with a diploma in Fine Arts from
Bura Bura Institute of Fine
Arts. More recently he has
become a graduate of
Calhoun Community College, and he currently IS
enrolled as an art major at
UAH. While at UAH, he
is refining his abilities as
a painter.
He has won many Italy.
0oyoo Augustine's
work is currently on exhibit at the fo!Jowing locations:
The Huntsville Art
League, nt Omton Ave.,
Huntsville, AL35801. 256-

534-3860
The Huntsville Botanical Gardens
4747 Bob Wallace Ave.
SW Huntsville, AL. 256-

830-4447
I
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Movie Review: Vanilla Sky, the rumors aren't true
By Serena Baugh
Elltntl,mmn,t ™'i'fn'

e

rilh

ioto

There have been rumor., going around about
V11ml/11 Sl.y, starring Tom
Crui e and Penelope
Cruz. The_ • rumors were
that this movw was horrible and not worth set:ing.
This might have bl>cn asocia ted with the bad
pre
surrounding
Cruise' personal life.
However, this movie I really a well-w ntten, su pen_..eful expcricnre that is
well worth going to the
movie to see.
The plot has many layers, but the main point is
that David (Cruise) is having a very confusing life.
He ha the dream life of a

lea
nd
ny

mm-

an
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n
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By Sarah Perrin
The upcoming first annual Limestone Dust Poetry Festival will excite
poetry writers and readers
alike. All types of poetry
will be encompassed in
the daylong event including traditional poetry,
slam poetry, and even 3D
poetry. With an impresive list of activities and
guest artists there is sure
to be something for everyone.
Festival highlights will
include live performances
from such renowned poets as Dr. Vtrginia Gilbert
(Alabama's 2001 State
Poet), Mary Carol Moran,
the ashvilleSlarn Gurus,
Cla1bie Walsh, The
BeatLicks, and local po-

etry clubs.
There will also be ongoing writing workshops,
cultural displays, contests,
as well as the opportunity
to participate in hands-on
poetry via a large magnetic poetry wall, and
other 3D poetry. People
interested in behind the
scenes involvement are
encouraged to do so in
c;everal areas. For a small
fee anyone can submit up
to three pieces of original
poetry of any style for consideration in the festival
anthology. People are also
encouraged to volunteer
at the events numerous
activity tables and such.
The Limestone Dust
Poetry Festival group,
sponsors of the event, was
founded in early 2001 by
a board of local poetry en-

.-

Hllln~ continued from Page 6
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uniquely his own. His
choreography has been
hailed as "energetic" and
po
ing of an "intense
phy icality that grabs an
audience and tells you

e
s

f
s
t

a foreign movie. Cameron
Crowe took on thtS projL>ct
and made this u ually unsuccessful crossover attempt a successful one.
He wa able to do this because the foreign movie
was not too based in another culture and therefore able to make sense to
American audiences. The
irony i that Tom Cruise
approached Crowe with
the cript and coaxed him
into doing this film. This
adds a new dimension behind that pretty face,
doesn't it?
Cruise did an awesome
job as this tortured and
confused character. His
acting skills have really
developed over the years
and this performance is
worthy of awards. He ac-

tually was able to shed his
"pretty boy" image in this
movie and truly cro over
to an actor worthy of a
script of such caliber.
Cruz also did an impre ive job with her character, who is the savior of
her lover. Cameron Diaz
did such a convincing job
as the psycho in this
movie that one starts to
wonder how much is acting and how much is really from her (note a certain appearance at an
awards show).
Kurt
Russell is also an integral
part of this movie, but he's
always been a good actor,
so it is no surprise that he
did well.
So, go see Vmrilln Sky if
you like suspenseful movies with tortured under-

Tom Cruise and Penelope Cruz get up close and personal in Vtmilla
Sky. (Photo courtesy of www.imdb.com)

tones and psychotic
themes. If you' re thinking
about dumping you r significant other and want to
take them to one final date
movie, this is no/ for you.

Trust me, you'll thank me
later.

Limestone Dust Poetry Festival seeking new talent
Eltmtlliltmmt Knfn'

a

~

bachelor until a car wreck
that leave-. him disfigun>d
and lonely. Sophia (Cruz)
1s his main love interest,
while Cameron Diaz plays
the role of his bed buddy
This plot is nothing le s
than a theatrical acid trip,
so if you cannot handle
those kinds of suspense
themes, then this movie is
not for you.
Also, the plot drags everything out until the last
moment. In fact, just
when it i starting to make
sense, the whole direction
changes and the truth remain a mystery. However, finally in the very
cmd it is all exposed and it
is 110//1111,r: like anyone
could imagine.
This movie is actually
a cro sover film ba d on

you're in for something
pedal" by ewsday. The
ew York Times has
called his work "inventive, imaginative, and surprising."

thusiasts, but is the brainchild of president Alan
Barry. After attending numerous open mic sessions
around town, President
Barry saw the need to connect these groups involved in the poetry
movement.
" I was beginning to see
that there is a rather large
poetry community here in
Huntsville ... W h y not
here? What better way to
bring all the various poets
and styles together," said
Barry.
It was then that he and
Barnes and Nobles marketing director, Stephanie
Walker, set to work forming the volunteer board of
directors. Today the board
inclu des noted members
such as Mary Alderman,
p ublisher of the American

Donald
Byrd/The
Group will take the stage
at 7:30 p.m. on February 2
at the Princess Theatre.
Students and teachers
may purchase discount

Muse Magazine, Jack
Dempsey of the Huntsville Art League, and Ru th
Braswell.
As for the name, Barry
describes it based on his
metaphor, " ... the Limestone is the underlying
foundation of Huntsville
and much of Madison
County. Much in the same
way that truth is at the
base of poetry."
Barry acknowledged
the tremendous amount of
work and dedication from
all those involved in starting the group from the
ground up, but he made it
clear that it is a labor of
love. By the time of the
festival, countless volunteers will have worked together for over ten months
to bring the festival from
an idea to life.

tickets for $15. The dancers will lead a discussion
of their work immediately
after the performance. For
more information, contact
the box office at 340-1778.

Be sure to look in next week's
issue for our special Valentine's
Day Issue promo. Whether you
have a sweetheart or not, we
have something for you!

Everything from art to
meeting space was obtained with the h e lp of
volunteers. The group is
hoping that the festival
will bring together poetry
fans from all over the valley and earn enough
money to host other poetry events. Future p lans
include attaining nonprofit status, hosting other
poetry events and presentations by notable poets.
They also hope to one day
be able to provide scholarships to p romising local
talent.
The festi va I will take
place April 13, 2002 from
12 p .m. to 9 p.m. at the
Heart of Huntsville Mall.
Admission is free and
there will be t-shirts as
well as festival anthologies for sale. Monies
earned will benefit next
year's festival. For more
information inclu ding
maps, submission forms,
and festival previews
please visit http://
www. I imestoned ust
poetry.org. If you are interested in participating or
volunteering, please call
Stephanie Walker at (256)
864-2982.

limes valid
2-1 through 2-7

Goefurd Park (R) 1:10 4:10
7:10 9-.30

Monsters Inc. (G) 1:1!1 4:00
Kate 6: Leopold (PG-13) 7:00
9-.30
I Am Sam (PG-13) 1:00 4.-00

7:05

9:,f.5

Lord of the Rings (PG-13)
1:00 4!1!1 7:'-'
Harry Pottu (PG) 2.-00 5:00
8:00
A Wal.It To Remember (PG)
1:05 3:05 5:05 7:05 9:05

The Count of Monte Cristo
(PG-13) 1:05 4.-00 7:05 9:45

Slacken (R) 1:15 3:15 5:15
7:15 9-.15

Win 'Iickets to the Mo'lliesl
Movie'Il'ivia:
In what movie did V1111i/l11 Sky star Cameron Diaz
make her screen d ebut in 1994 and who did she
star opposite?

The first 2 people with the c:orrect answer for the
Movie nivia will win movie ticbts. ONLY2 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
caih or notes will be accepted. ncltets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first eerve basis
from 1 - 3 p.m. on Friday. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia.
Pleaae eee Jennifer lilll in ~, 1xponmt office only between the houn sped.fled above. 1lckets good at

, " -.'•• ••;;;;:.;;:;;;.:.;.:.::;;;;;:;;;:;;;;;::;;;;;;:.:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;:=;;;;.;;:;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;J;;;;!:Deca:::tu.re::an:d:H:un:tsvill::e:Ca::rm:llc:e:loca=:tions.====='.
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HO ECO I G
EVE TS CALE DAR
UAH Homecoming 2002

Monday, February 4, 2002
Alumna of chi'\ cmcnt Da ,
D1 tmguishooalumnn-.·1llcom tocampu tomet..--t\\lth tuJcnts - luncheonmU complete hedul to be fumishoo b • Alumru Of 1 "

Tuesday, February 5, 2002
9 00 PM, UC. E "- ,t H II

t

Gm• how

(In:")

Wednesday, February 6, 2002
9:00 P 1, UC E h1b1t 11 11- omeJ,an Vic 11 nl v
10:00 PM. U E: h1bit Hall- BanJ: 81 hop Black

(fn •)
(fn.·")

Thursday, February 7, 2002
9 00 A 1-6.00 P\1, U(. Lobby- HomL>commg Km ; / Qut:. n Elc hons
ll ·OOA 1 '300 PM, UC Lobby
Cancature Arti t Jdf \1andel
Clown-Lest •r Mc
•I •y
Fa
by u-.an
:30 PM, UC Exh1b1t Hall-Cu1tan t Anthony Mauella
7;00 PM, Southea t Hou mg field - Free piu.a & Bon Fire

(fn."e)

(free)

Friday, February 8, 2002
TOS PM, VBC UAH Hockey v . Fmdlay
Introduce Hom

(free)

ming Court during first int mu ion a a group

Saturday, February 9, 2002
5:00 P'v-1, Spragins Hall UAH Worn ns' Basketball v W, ..,t Georgia
7:00 P'v-1, Spragins Hall-UAH M ns' B ketball v , W, t Georgia
Introduce Homecoming Court individually during half tim
7:05 PM, VBC UAH Hockey v Findlay
9.00 PM- 12.00 AM, orth Hall 3 of VBC-UAH Hom oming Dance
10:30 PM-Crown 2002 Hom oming King and Qu •n
Student~
$10/ couple and $7 mgl
$15/couple and $10/ ingle
Othcl".',

(free)
(free)
(f~ )

nckets now on sale at the Front Desk of the UC and at buildings across
campus. The first 100 people to buy tickets will receive free parking passes!

Reader
deadlines!
All material m.ust
be turned in to
11te Exponent by 4
p.m. on the Monday before publication in order to
be printed in that
issue. (This applies to Letters to
the Editor, Club
Wire Announcements, and
Classifieds)
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Editorial
etters to the Editor

Pandora's
Box

views o one has to offer you should do Cara. .
u Editor.
However, concerning
I am surprised to . ee their beliefs and ideas in
he weak defense you order toe cape majority's your feeling about be(ng
ve put up in favor of the propaganda. "If you don't left out in representation
Religion Column. In your want to be offended, you by the newspaper, maybe
own words, "it is unwise have to write a column" is you can get off of your rear
to generalize one's reh- not a great motto for our and write an un-religious
By Jennifer Hill
1ous beliefs to the entire umver ·ity newspaper. Al- column so you n:iay _have
Editor-ilt-Cltie/
tud nl population " Yet, though, many people had equal representation m the
hillj@email.uah.edu
rou had the audacity to to do 1t in order to have student newspaper of the
declare that Ms. Babins you see the magnitude of Univer~ity of Alabam_a
I believe that I have officially opened
wa the first and the only this issue.
Huntsville. However, tf
the "Pandora's Box" of the university
on, who wanted to write
Rehgiou freedom is you do decide to write an
this time through the addition of a reliabout Christianity and she protected by laws. Free- article for Tire Eq1011e11/,
gious column.
First of all, I deeply
got what she asked for. dom of spt.'t.>ch is protected maybe you should ta_ke
appreciate
aJI
of
the
offers to provide a
This frail reasoning for bv laws. Your job stands in some of your own advice
different
religious
perspective
to Tire
publishing the column is b~l\veen, on top and and not call another article
Erpo11ml.
The
paper's
staff
and
I will
more offensive than its around these freedoms. "tripe." By doing that, you
selectively
incorporate
some
to
rotate
contents. According to You are responsible to mix are attempting to force
for a while that will hopefully provide
you, the editor of a news- the two in a way that the your beliefs on the people
a variety of student perspectives about
paper of a state uniwrsity concoction is not off >nsive who read your editorial,
religion. While I do not feel that this will
v.h ~re there are dozens of but has the potential to that is by your standard of
be
a permanent fixture in the layout of
different relig1ow,, politi- enhance our minds.
logic.
the
newspaper, all in all, I feel that some
cal, exual, trad1tional,
ow onto the image of
All of this 1s written
good could come out of this can of
ethical beliefs, whoever with due respect. I have ignorance that people
worms.
ha an idea about any- been an avid reader of have of Huntsville, AlaFirst of all I'd like to note that it
thing can come by your your and the staff's works bama. Go to http://
seems that we as a modem culture are
office and get, not just a for a long time. Improve- www.cnn.com/ 2001 /
often so quick to point out our ratioletter to the editor, but a ments in the quality and TECH/space/12/28/
nality
and ambivalent states regarding
column.
the quantity of the mate- rod.et.city/ index.html, to
spirituality,
and it has been intriguing
I am inclined to think rial are hard not to notice ready about what a ma1or
we rcn!l_vdo care about
to
observe
that
differently about this It is each week. "1aybe that is American news source
religion,
or
if
not
exactly "care", it is
difficult to imagine ,1 col- why this column came as thinks about Huntsville,
that
we
definitely
have views.
clear
umn dedicated lo ga} a shock to many.
Alabama. I think you'll
Secondly,
let
me
clear
up
another
gray
J1fo tylc or to republic,ln Sincerely,
find that they know we're
area
that
many
readers
seem
to
be
beliefs or to azism or to Tuna Sava
not c;o ignorant after all.
struggling to comprehend. The opinShamanism or to ... just
Sincerely,
ions expressed in the religious column
because a person of one Dear Editor:
JasonDeVme
are
the opinion of that particular stuth -.e beliefs happens to
I'm writing to you in
dent
and do not necessarily reflect the
sugg t that they should response to the letter ub- Dear Editor:
views
of the newspaper's staff or those
have a column in the Ex- milted by Ms. Cara Stein
While some students
ponent.lfyourreasoning regarding the "At His are understandably irrishifts from "first come, Feet" column. I have one tated by the presence of an ongoing experiment in
first rved"tofreedomof que tiontoaskMs.Stein. Sarah Babin's "At His learning, I applaud your
SJ>('\.>Ch,thenmyabovear- "Why is it that major Feet"columnin TlreExpo- decision to welcome digument still stands You newspapers, i.e. Tire Bir- 11e11/, I wholeheartedly vergent perspectives. As
"111, then, have to publish 1111i{flr11111 News, 77,e Hrmb;- take exception to their dis- any natural scientist
a pectrum of beliefs o t1tlk Til11c.,;, and 77,e At/1111/11 agreements and believe knows, there is strength in
large in number that you Co11,,hl11tio11, etc., all have that the inclusion of such diversity, thus our nawill not only have to dis- different sections uch as a column fills a much- tional motto, e pluribus
card the horoscope section Sports, Local, Business, needed void in a student- unum. The Latin phrase
but probably will have re- etc.? Those different sec- run free press. Intere t- interpreted
means
duce your column to a tionsarethereinorderto mgly,itseemsthatsuchan "though many, one."
paragraph as well.
please a larger section of outcry was absent with
Keep up the innovaYou have a duty to dis- the population. Which is the inclusion of the tion, and I look fon.-vard to
auninate about what you the same thing that Tire "Weekly Horoscopes."
many more much imUAH
publi h You are repre- £.tpo11e11t hould and is
Your recent column proved issues.
sentmg the student body doing.
"Constructive Criticism" Warmly,
and not only the Chri tian
Have you noticed that exemplifies an openKevin L Bardon, Jr., Colon By publi hing a col- th re 1s a S
section, an minded attitude, while si- lege of Nursing
umn dedicated only to a Entertainment section, multaneou ly triving to
parhcular religion, you and oh no, a Religion sec- promote diversity within
If you have any
are approving its contenb hon 77,e B1m111{~/111111 Neu,s the student body. Though
and its presence in the Ex- also has a Religion section others may not personally
omments on the
poncnt. Through you and and I've never read an edi- agree with the tenets of
articles or the
the Exponent, the univer- tonal in that paper con- any religion, it is incumSlty is condoning it also. demning it as ignorant. bent upon them to recogOpinion/
This, if it is correct, what
ow, one could argue that nize that our nation's First Editorial section
scares us the most.
The B1rmi11g/1a111 News Amendment rights conin general,
I will have to comment doesn't print those kinds tinue to protect everyone
on your somewhat "un- of editorials, however, it is in this nation, regardless
please contact
backed" and shallow re- more likely that they of their private convicJennifer Hill at
marks where you sug- know the people who tions.
hilljr@email.
led that those who op- aren't religious just skip
evertheless, because
~.shGwld·.suh,nn tbei&. ••V\at.5Qc;tnm, That, ~vhat•• any iit\ident.newepaper,is •..• , •. ,uah.ed.u .... ,,

of the university. They are simply tlreir
personal religious views, which is exactly what makes it that controversially
perverse can of_ worms.
This newsp~r~'t please everyone and frankly ir'Probably never will,
because we as a culture are known for
our diversity. We have diverse races,
ethnic backgrounds, statuses, values,
and most importantly, diverse opinions
about everything ranging from politics
to religion. In the past, history has vividly shown us that these two topics
have often been the spark to set off the
dynamite of public outcry. This has
most recently been shown in the "holy
war" of words that has been waged on
this campus.
As an individual, my own mind has
been enlightened about the religious
diversity existing around me. I must
admit that I, like many individuals,
have often lapsed into the habit of looking at life through the narrow slit of my
own experience, a mere microcosm of
reality through which I move in such a
hurried, uncomprehending state. And
acknowledging so, I can only hope, that
you as well have been awakened from
the slumbers of incomprehension.

Homecoming 2002

The Exp:)nent is having a
giveaway for Ha;l&)Qlliqi

nw, m

t:l.dmts.
The first 30 peq,le to
cme cy the offic-e will receive tickets to tlE rnrre.

If no me is available to
as.sist yru , plEEE:e 103.\€ ~
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Writing UAH information down
Presiden/1

Comer
By Dale Jobes
SGA Presu/.mt
job~

hotmaiLrom

How. re all of you cla
going? 1mc are going
II I hav • i lot more home\H>rk than norh!r. I , !way thought that th higher
I ~t>l th" I
homework vou haw Ill do.
to say I thought wrong
Sance \\ c re on the ubjt.'< t of thanking the , .. n.mg
way, I wall talk about our l'Sllemcd Governor,
Sal•gclman. Once again thl• Go\'ernor has hcd to
Higher l:ducahon What a surprise that is, h • has
onlv hl-d to U'-, about 5 tim •s now
By the way, when I say u I mean Higher Education. Anywa): thl' Governor and the Univer..aty Pn.'!-.1denb had a me "ling with the Governor in early January. The Governor !.lated that Higher Educataon
would receive 1/3 of th Education Tru. t Fund Budget and th remaining 2/3 would go to K 12 and 2year schools. If you recall th1 number, at IS becau
we pu h d for 1l la. t year.
A 1/32/3 cut 1s plau 1ble, becau. I believe it u.
to be that way about 6 y ar.. ago before Higher Educahon received a bag cut under Fob Jam ' term.
c •di
to say, Governor Si gelman Ii d to the Univcr;aty Presad nb. The budg twas introduced aw k
or two ago and th percentage wa 28% High r Education and n" .. K-12 and 2-year ~hool . Lie number
I. Con. l'quentlv, the Univer..aty of Alabama System
Chan 'llor, Dr. Portera, call !'d th• Governor and ac;kl,J
him why High r Cducatmn's budget was 5% I
than
the Governor tat •d in th earli •r m •tang.
Th Governor tat~ at wa a ma tak and would
be chang d . Le t we k th budg •t wa pre nl d and
Higher Education was 1111 al 28%. Lie number 2.
Hmmm, lund hke l~t year. inre th1 budget ha n't
lx-en vol don and mo<;l hk ly won't be voted on until
aft •r High r Ed Day we mu tall try to attend High r
Education Day in Montgomery on F bruary 21.
SCA currently ha 2 bu
t il!ild and wall get
more 1f net.-<ll'<i to give tud nt a nd to Montgomery and back. High r Education la t vear conc;1o;tt.-d
of 3,000 upport •rs of lhgh r Educat1~n fmm c
the tat . Over half of th" people attending the evL>nt
were tud nt . W•, UAH tudent, mu t parhc1pat~
m th1 cv !tlt and upport Higher Education You will
receive a free m I ttcket and have the opportunity
to m t your Hou and • nate rcpr ntation an
1ont om ry.
Also, 1f ) ou arc looking for a J<>b th n bnng your
11m and you will have an opportunity to att !nd
th Bu m
Counal of Alabama· )Ob fair. llu 1
important for th future, the pa t, and th present of
UAI I. A diploma from a Univ 1ty i only as good
a th Univ rstt 1 . \ mu t mak our Univers1tv
bctt~rand pportouradvocat m 1ontgom ryand
tat \'ld •
Al , Hom
mmg IS ne t w k. Refer to the
schedule m the fapo nt and I Wlll
you at all the

even .
If you are mte~ted in attending Higher Educahon Da , call the SCA office at 24-6375 or come by
th offia ~ ign up. SCA is currently working on
way to excuse and po:o; tbly reschedul cl
on
Higher Education Day, so you don't have to mi

.
.
.. ..cla!.........

By Geof R Morris
Opi,tio11 ™"1"/n"
morrisgOemail.uah.edu
You ve got to wonder,
"What the heck •., 1orris
going to complain about
th1:. Wl>ek?" I'm wondering
the same thing. I never really know wh •n I c:11 down
to wnte th • articles. I'm
not making this up, but I
thank of it as I go along.
(Isn't
11
obvious?]
Here we arc, about 20%
through the semester.
That's a <,eary thought, pccially if you've m1c;sed a
clas or two [ no, I know
nothing about that). Here
we are, feeling that the

"ml.,,tcr'-. ju.,t startl'<i, and
we're about to hit tc.,t-, and
the f1r..t midterm and all
that googly fun o;tuff.
Wouldn't 11 be better to be
back on terms? Though I
know 11 can't happen, I'd
love to be back there.
Fewer cla.,.,es, more inlt'nse, more often. Works
for
me.
I've \..-r1tten over the
cour.,e of the pac;t few
month:, on how to improve
this .,,hoot. I think I've
pas ed out some good
1dl'.l-., and the one I tried to
hammer home last week
wac; the most important:
being involved. If UAI I
frustrate!. you at t1mec;,
your best opportunity to
fix 11 1c; to get involved .
Don't like the way Finanoat Aid doc:, their paper•
work? Ask them the reasons it happens the way
that ,t does See how things
could be improved from
the students' per pective.
The only way any process
can improve is to get feedback after the fact.
The mo t important

thing with feedback is fol- Bruce, Joel Lonergan, Dave
low-up. I can tell you this: Brown, and President
each of the five year., I've Franz a lot of questions.
been a student at UAH, They get the . ame quescampus lighting has bet•n tions every year. I think
a perceived [and I'd say they get hn.-d of a~ wering
real) problem. Each year, them. I get tin.>d of hearing
the SCA has addre-.scd it in them asked-I think it's
effort.
some shape or form . Were wasted
Whv don't we start
the findings there for the
peru.,al of the people ·who writing. things down? I
pursued it this year? Heck guess it's just a d1-.ease enno. Things have been demic to UAH . A lot of the
changed around here people who make things
[mainly an the addition of happen at this school have
lights around the Salmon been here for some time.
Library) , but each year, They have a great wealth
someone has to find out of knowledge. But those
which lights are l Iuntsv1lle people move on, eventuU t 1 l 1 t i e s ' a II y. For example, if I
property, and which ones weren't planning to return
are owned by UAH . I n't for grad school, I wouldn't
that just pos11lvely silly? be around to pass on what
The people who go on knowledge I have to the
these Quixotic windmill people who ask me for it
hits each year never quite each year. It's a v1c1ous
know what they're gethng cycle, and it's something
into each time, and that' a that needs to stop
Remember this, if you
huge problem. I've found
myc;elf m that situation be- get involved: if you don't
fore How do you get write it down, it didn't
things done when they're happen.
not written down? You get
to ask people like Steve

'mite 1:ixponent Staff:
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We Want Your Letters!
tt,,tzp• rst wclcom "I •lie~ to th· Editor concerning any topic. Letters c;hould be typed or ubmitted on
d1o;k and no longer than 250 word . , "f.r,•anit doc., not require student number;, phone numbt?r , or add re s
~o accompan • l~tte~ to th_ Editor. Plea include your full name with any submi iorlS. ame and title only,
af applicable, will be pubhc;h d, although nam scan be withheld upon reque t. t~,"fr,mnt reserves the right
to edit all material ubmitted for publication.
Lelle . hould be typed, ubm1tted on di k, or emailed to hilljr@ mail.uah.edu no later than 4 p.m. on
Monday m ord r to ap~ar an that Thursday' 1 ~ Letter; may al o be sent to tt,, 'fr,.,inrl office by mail at
The Exponent, Univen1ty of AW>ama in Huntsville, 104 University Center, Huntnille AL 35899 or by
fax at 2.56-824-6096
'
'
OpUll• n expressed m columns or letters are tho of the authors and not necessarily that of~, lr,nnd, its
c;taff or management.
All matenal contained h re1n, except advertising or where indicated otherwise, is Copyright e2002 b
''I.r,_ nit and protect~ under ~e Work Made for Hire and Periodical Publication categories of the
Copyng~t law • _Matenal herem may not be reprinted without the expre d written permi ion of ~,
: : ; r e - , all arllcl , letters, and photographs ubmitted to G,'Ir,,...t become property of~,l.q,nnt upon

u.l.

•.• Th•
.• - 'L,~.the~t.produced.n w~i;-~f_~. Uoi1.:ei:sit)(_of J\la.bc\mAis\ tt~t~,:ill#?. ptµ>lj~})ed each •
uNia, throu hout the school vear exec t durin holidav , breaks, ,u,d final .
ro I
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Religion: Matters of Faith
By Holly Dawn
Hunter
Cohmmist
Ho0y7 1 _ ~ . a m ,
Among the six definitions of re11:f1on in my
Webster's dictionary, this
one is my favorite: "a
cause, principle, or system
of beliefs held to with ardor and faith."
Most people are religious about something.
As with most things in life,
whether this is good or
bad depends mostly upon
how we make our choices.
Holding to one's belief
system with "ardor and
faith" can be the foundation of a principled, meaningful life. Alternatively,
ardor and faith can be a
stick of dynamite that,
when sparked by fanaticism, detonates, leaving
massive destruction in its
wake.
History has shown that
it's a series of very small
leap from "I know God'
will" to "I know God' s
will for you" to "You are
not doing God's will" to

"God want me to kill you
for not doing his / her
will." Once a person is
certain that they know the
mtnd of the Almighty,
they become at least a potential danger to others.
Perhaps not a physical
danger, but one need only
look at the political landscape to note threats to
freedom and personal autonomy, many justified by
religious doctrines. These
threats are the result of
"ardor and faith" applied
beyond one' s own sphere
and projected into the
lives of others.
The events of September 11 are our most recent
reminder of the absolute
necessity for religious tolerance among civilized
peoples. On the evening
of September 12, my
church held an informal
service in commemoration of the previous day's
tragic events. I am a Unitarian-Universalist, (see
the end note for more information). UU's are big
believers in communities,
both our own and that of

humanity. We sat in a
circle and passed around
a talking stick, spoke from
our hearts, wept and wondered. As each person
poured out their fear and
pain, I heard the same
questions over and over
again: "Why? Why do
they hate us? Why do
this? Why?"
I can answer that question only in part. Motivation for such a heinous act
is doubtless manifold, but
one aspect stands out: the
hijackers and other terrorists took a good and noble
faith, a religion of peace
and brotherhood, and
mangled it. They twisted
it into something unrecognizable as Islam and convinced themselves of their
rightness in light of their
fundamentalist view of
God. Their actions then
became reasonable in their
own minds. This is a
large-scale example of the
dangers of fundamentalism, and a warning about
human nature that each
one of us would do well
to heed.

For the rest of this
semester, I'll be writing
every other week about
things religious and/ or
spiritual. As time and
space permit, I will strive
to represent as many
viewpoints as possible,
including atheist and agnostic. Feel free to contact
me via e-mail with your
suggestions and comments. For more information about Unitarian Universalism, see the national
(http:/ /www.uua.org) or
local (www.uuch.org) web
sites.

Job opportunities available
at

tU4t ~ xpnnenf.
Available
positions:
Sales Associates

Campus Club m"re
Editor s Nol t · t~, l:.tponmt rrscn 1t':i tit,• n:i:IJI lo t'dil nil ...11f,111is:i1,m,;for con/en/. Due lo spnc, n.·q111rc111,•11/s, pknse
/Ji11il n1mm111e ,•we,,/., lo nppnn 1111,1/e!,1 "5 lt'Ord,. All w1b1111:,-;1011., 11111.,/ f,e given di.redly to Jennifer Sharp, Man-

aging Editor in The Exponent office, 104 University Cen ter or e mailed to Jennifer Sharp at
exponentOemail.uah.edu 110 In/er lltnn I p.m. 011 Mondsry. No ,11b1111-;.-;1011s le.fl 111 llte drop -/10-t wt!/ /1e pni1lcd.
Am 'J/11/Ct'lllt'I II., nn. prej ,·rn:d 011 disk. A111m1111ce111e11/-; u•J/lt ,•rnpluc.,; u 11/I 110/ be 11ccq11,·d.
Alpha Tau Omega i having their 12th annual basketball dribble on February 16. We are raising money for
the American Cancer Society this year. The ba. ketball dribble entails us traveling to the ATO chapter at U A
and dribbling a basketball n miles back to Spragins at UAH. If you would like to help sponsor the event or
contribute to it, please contact Steve Cross at srvozzyfan@yahoo.com or at 824-3479.
The Business O ub for Student. is new on campus and would like students to know that members are
eligible to receive a variety of benefits through member hips. Some of these benefits include invitations to
variou local or regional business seminars presented by top business professionals or entrepreneurs, complimentary hopping access to the world's largest e-commerce website that offers exclusive shopping experience and great savings on thousands of brand name products and services, bi-monthly or monthly emails
with update and various promotions from our sponsors, and various other club activities. Visit us@ http:/
I bcs.2itb.com.
The Catholic Student Fellowship cordially invites all intere ted students to a Mass at the University Center, to be held on February 13, Ash \.\'edne day, at 8:30 p.m. Room to be announced.
The German Club presents "Germans in
Fluhler Pk:l jom u, Friday 1:00-2:00p m M.H 204.

Huntsville"

with

special

guest,

Herr

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity would like to thank everyone for helping u have a very successful Rush week
and would like to congratulate the new guy who rect;1ved their bids up to this point Furthermore, we
<.:ncourage anyone el \\'ho is intere~ted to contact us at StnkerX81@yahoo.com or visit www.uah.edu /

PKA

The Student Sociology Auod.ation wilt be having their second blood drive Wednesday, January 30 from
1030A.M. to 4 p.m m the U.C. They will also be having a Volunteer Fair Tuesday, February 5 from lla.m. to
2 p.m . in the U.C. Lobby. Please email SSA President Jo~hua Stepp at teppj@ mail.uah.edu for more information.
The UAH Pep Band is currently selling Kn py Kreme doughnut coupons good for one dozen doughnuts
for only $4!'! Please a k any member, or email chnsgould@knology.net and we will be happy to sell you as
many as you want! Also, the Pep Band i always looking for new talent, so if you play an instrument, don't
mind acting crazy at Hockey games, and would like to join u , positions are currently available!! Contact
chrisgould knology.net for more info!

•YJl~f~•~l t
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Politically
Dissident
By Greg Bacon
PolitiCIII Cobmutist
gbacon@cs.uah.edu.
"Tax Me More" Fund Donations as of 2002/01/
21: $0.
Recently in WorldNetDaily (www.wnd.com), Pat
Buchanan wrote an article entitled "Does libertarianism lead to statism?" in which he made the usual xenophobic, protectionist, isolationist noises, so I won't
bother to refute him on those points. Howeve~ h e
did make an interesting claim when he wrote, "And
so, just as the triumph of libertarian ideas on no-fault
divorce accelerated the break-up of families, lead ing
to wives and children thrown into dependency on
the state ..."
I don't at all like Pat Buchanan's ideas about the
way America ough t to be run, but his holding objectionable political beliefs doesn't mean he's an idiot.
f Iis article demonstrates that he understands libertarianism well, and he uses that understanding to
raise fair questions about the Libertarian Party's positions on immigration and open borders. The claim
that no-fault divorce is a "triumph of libertarian
ideas" makes me want to cross out the page and write
"constipated thinking" a la Sean Connery's "Finding
Forrester" character. The most reasonable explanation I can imagine is that he needed a rallying cry for
his fellow family values conservatives, so he chose
to make something up.
Calling no-fault divorce a "triumph of libertarian
ideas" is absurd and disingenuous. Buchanan is a
"God, mom, and apple pie" conservative who also
opposes government intrusion, yet he doesn't object
when the state forcibly makes itself part of a covenant
that is supposed to be (at least in the case of Christian marriage) between God and the parties involved.
Buchanan makes no critici m of the fact that the rules
of game with marriage may change at any time (e.g.,
if the partners move to another state or if the state
legislature or the Congress-in violation of the tenth
amendment-passes new marriage laws) rather than
being fixed at the outset. He abo fails to point out
that divorce laws are based on a horribly sexist set of
assumptions about both women and men, namely
that women cannot provide for themselves and their
children, that women are better parents than men,
and that men can't wait to abandon their children.
Truth is, libertarians reject no-fault divorce laws
along with other laws that represent unwarranted
state intrusion. Libertarians believe that marriage-from the government's perspective-ought to be like
any other contract even if the participants don't match
the template specified in the unconstitutional Federal Defense of Marriage Act, i.e., a union between
one man and one woman. With civil marriage, "till
death do us part" really means about the same as "till
death do us part or until we find 'irreconcilable differences'" does. Maybe entering into a governmentenforced contract sounds cold, but the current situation is worse: the vows have no bite, and married
people-even those who do nothing wrong-are at
the mercy of some wacko judge when their mates go
back on their promises.
As it lands, divorce lawyers (remember that most
legislators are also lawyers) would have to give up
on the cnonnou profits from the breakup:. of families if the big government marriage policies were repealed. Another player, the child support indu try,
profits immensely from its over-dramatization of the
"deadbeat dad" boogeyman and its push for bigger
and more unfair support awards. Instead of pushing for policy that makes sense and would actually
lower the divorce rate, big government sticks us with
a system in which the lawyers and special intere ts
and in which promises mean nothing, but why should
we expect politicians-a group of people famous for
breaking promises-to create a system in which
people are expected to keep their word?
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FOR SALE
Phazer Laser & Radar Jammer. Makes you invisible to
all police radar, windshield bracket, 12-volt accessory
jack):Vith plugs, doesn' t affect radar detectors, Made in
USA. $100. 726-0175
Uruden Radar Detector LRD 6599SWS. Laser, X, K, Ka
Superwideband, 360 degree laser detection, City-highway system, VG 2 Undetectable, signal strength meter
automatic feature, 5 different audio alerts. $100. 7260175
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'93 Honda Civic EX; sunroof; new tires; nice car; cheap
on gas; $4000. Call 256-228-6652.
Car For Sale. '87 MAZDA 626 LX, Automatic, 4 Door,
12.9K miles, new brakes, new battery, power windows,
power doors, runs good, $700. Call 256-824-2910.
1986 Pontiac Fiero GT, V6, $3000, excellent cond, all
maint records avail. Auto trans, A/C, sun roof, AM/
FM stereo, all books incl shop manual, extras. 721-1570
Fender Squier electric guitar, Peavey Express 112 amp,
and SKB harshell case. Excellent condition. All 3 for
$350.00. 824-3395 or pickinngrinin@yahoo.com.

Crossword 101

FOR RENT

By E d Canty

Dog-Tired
Acron

2

1 Pale
6 The Thin Man•s dog
10 Finest
14Tablewarc
1S Averaae grade9
16 Turquoise
17Cbart-aa,in
18 Summer colors
19 Yankee goals
20 Dutch cllCCSC
21 Professional advisor
23 - - Garciapan-a
25 First dog in 1989
26 Cotton cloth
28 Freshman at West Point
30 Yu.kl
31 Dagwood's dog
33 Word before joint or mine u
37 Ooze
39 Tangle
41 Popular detergent
42
firma
44 .Assertion of truth
46 Obit word
47 Right angles to the keel
49 Plunderer
51 First dog in 200 I
54 Spiritual leader
55 Word before mail
58 Division word
61 Run easily
62 Golf club
63 On the move
64 Scorch
65 Morays
66 Steeple
67 Robert __, actor
68 Only

3

4

5
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11
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ROOM FOR RENT Southeast Huntsville. No smoking.
Furnished/ unfurnished. Share bath. Light cooking. Off
street parking. Share bath with one. References required. $325 negotiable. 882-m6

TRAVEL
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas or Florida. Promote trips on-campus to earn
cash and free trips. Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.st travel.com.
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Down
1 Farm measure
2 Small structure
3 1963 First Dogs
4 Captivate

Two-Bedroom Townhouse Sublease, 1010 Henderson
Rd. (Quail Pointe}. Nice neighborhood with most being college students. Will give $250 deposit as gift; Will
leave some furniture. Two bedrooms; 1.5 bath; Wash/
Drier connection; Patio; Dish washer. Flexible Arrangement: Move in by January 31, 2002 or earlier; Lease
endures until July 9, 2002 and extension permitted.
$550/ month. Complete maintenance service. Call 8370089 (H) or 824-6165 (0).

5 Forty winb
6 Connery, for ooe
7 Connery, for ooe
8 Wallet stuffers, hopefully
9 Take for granted
10 Pear
11 Peer
12 Islamic sect
13 Sense experience
21 Spanish houses
22 Ad
24 Demented
26 Essential
27 Former Met

Tommie_
28 Sacred writin&
29 Constellation
32 Peru indi.aD
34 Moviedofi
35 Pari ian cooccpt
36 Equal
3 8 Horses at times
40 Lavcodcr
43 Assi$t
45 Gang

41 Lofty oest:Var.
50 San Luis
51 Burp
52 Ciao in Honolulu
53 Pay bade
5-4 Washer cycle
56 Cookie
57 NFL Hall of Farner
Chuck

59 Wear down
60 Minerals
63 Residue

QuotableO\IQB
Cots ore smarter than
dogs. You can't get
eight cots to pull a sled
th rough snow.

• • • Jeff Valdez
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